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SURF. 
BOARD  CATALOG/



HEY, GOOD/ LOOK-ING-YOU/
WELCOME

We create quality, not quanity. 

 

Formed at the foundation of 

function & form, everything we 

do is about the balance between 

crafstmanship, collaborations 

with minds alike & dedication 

to the Ocean.

Welcome to FLKLR Surf
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BORN  /INTWE -NTY-TWE LVE

It’s not what you do but why you do it.

FLKLR is not intended to serve as a company or 

a brand, but as a movement. A movement from 

surfers to surfers, between individuals that 

want to make a difference, people that will not 

be quiet & will stand strong for what they 

believe.

We are a group of water pagans, devoted 

to the Ocean, devoted to Art and quality 

crafted goods. We are not told what to do by 

mass media. We demand uniqueness, fairness, 

loyalty and love. Together, we will achieve 

this — we will save our oceans, our art, our 

music and all the things that make us unique. 

We are the story tellers of tomorrow. 

 

#notforthemasses

#flklrsurf

2012
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N U  

K - 

I .

The only thing you can’t live without in 

the water is a little bit of Nuki. Whether 

you’re bombing through fast sections or 

riding in the pocket, this board cruises 

like a loose lowrider through Compton. Say 

hola and holler at Nuki.

PS: Not bragging, but we totally are - this 

is our number one seller. 

This shape performs best on, top to 

bottom 3 foot + waves. This contour makes 

the board lose, fun and yet resposive, 

like skating an empty pool, but better. 

Specs:

5’2” + / 20” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Swallow Tail, Twin Fin, FCS

Base Price:

$675 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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M A C 

- G I 

V E R

Face it, you and your board just aren’t 

seeing eye to eye anymore. You’re bored. 

At first sight, you loved those stock mod-

els but year after year of mediocre rides 

and you’re left yearning for something 

more. Have a little four-fin foreplay with 

this handcrafted beauty.

Once you go MAC, you never go back

This shape performs best on glassy 

summer days, wether you are on a 3 or 

7 foot wave, Mac-Giver loves to dig 

in those pinched rails and carve 

with precision when needed the most. 

Specs:

5’4”+ / 20” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Moon Tail, Quad, FCS

Base Price:

$675 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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G O O D 

J O O - 

J O O /

Cash in your karma and let Good Joo-Joo 

cast a spell over you. Our take on the mini 

Simmons, with a four-fin diamond tail to 

make those turns magic. You’ll have more 

lift than a levitation act and speed when 

you need it most, glassing smoother than 

the wake you’ll leave behind.

Get it before it disappears

If you are looking for a fun summer 

board, this is will help you get some 

good ones on those 2 to 5 foot waves. 

Don’t be fooled, this board puts out. 

Specs:

5’4” + / 20” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Diamnond, Quad Setup, FCS

Base Price:

$675 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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M E S S 

Y / T E 

S S I

We don’t have favorites, but if we did 

this smooth lady would be right up there. 

The Messy Tessi embodies the best of ‘70s 

single fin style. Her generous curves 

and bell bottom wings mean that you can 

turn on a dime and she’ll still hold 

you steady. Her wide nose will help you 

shuffle down to the noes. Trust 

Tessi, she’ll take you for a good spin. 

One of our top sellers

This board is just pure magic, turn, snap, 

power bottom turn, cheat five, you get it all. 

 

Specs:

6’0” + / 20” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Round Winged-Pin Tail, Single Fin

Base Price:

$675 + USD

TOP BOTTOM



P O L 

A S K 

A .

The Polaska may look brutally cold-heart-

ed but take her out for a ride and you’ll 

see her sweet side. Have a peek in her 

undercarriage and you’ll find channels and 

reverse concave shaping to make you turn 

like you’re riding with fins. Step back for 

control and when you’re ready for it, lean 

forward and go for a spin. The Polaska is 

the more loving sister of the timeless 

Alaia board.

Take her out for a spin.

If can master a board like this, you can 

surf, anything. Impressive, you! 

Specs:

5’4”+ / 20” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Moon Tail, Quad, FCS

Base Price:

$495 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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M A 

Y - 

A /

The famously small and ferocious Mayan 

people inspired this little wonder, 

four feet ten inches of pure passion. This 

miniature powerhouse is perfect for glassy 

3-5 foot waves and designed to catch 

anything you want to pull into. The Maya is 

a perfectly crafted little legend, packed 

with high performance turns and speed, 

and blessed with the power of ancient 

civilizations.

If you are looking for speed on glassy 

days, this board will make you scream for 

more. Wide to keep you paddling at ease. 

  

Specs:

4’10” + / 21” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Round Tail, Quad, FCS

Base Price:

$675 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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E L 

C A P 

I -

Forged from hell, you’ll be at home at the 

helm of El Capi (the captain). From wind 

chops to barrels, you’ll be stylin’ and 

sailin’ all day. But don’t mistake this 

old-school vibe, the Captain loves to put 

on rail.

Kook alert. This isn’t your average 

“salty” board.

This shape is best on fast breaks, 

super low rocker to increase speed 

and keep you turning on a dime. Great 

for transitioning into a shorter board. 

Specs:

5’6” + / 19.5” / 2.1/2” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Square Tail, Single Fin

Base Price:

$625 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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O - 

N - 

O -

ONO (One Night Only)

This is the guy your mum told you not 

to go home with. This beast is built 

for big heavy rides that your average 

single fin can’t handle. The ONO has 

stabilizers to help you glide through those 

powerful bottom turns but keep that single 

fin style. This heavyweight wants to take 

on big rides, show you the time of your 

life, make you want more...

Can you handle it?

For waves that require more concentration 

and dedication time while in the pocket. 

Specs:

5’10”+ / 20.1/2” / 2.5” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Round Pin Tail, Tri, Bonzer

Base Price:

$710 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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M A 

R / M 

A R

See the sea for longer on this nine-foot-

plus superstar. MarMar was designed to 

coast through those fast beach breaks. 

A concave nose for steady, speedy noserides 

and pinched rails to keep you on track. 

A battail that turns on a dime and gives 

back a buck eighty.

Our Top Seller

This shape is best on fast breaks, super 

low rocker to increase speed and keep you 

turning on a dime. Noseride away, amigo. 

 

Specs:

9’1” + / 22” / 2.3/4” 

Low Rocker / Pinched Rails

Bat Tail, Single Fin

Base Price:

$895 + USD

TOP BOTTOM
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“For every surfboard we sell, we donate two 27-liter water
filters to villages in need in Bali, as well as

a lifetime supply of filter replacements.”

— FLKLRSURF
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Take your time, have a think about what you like.

Interested on creating your own? Send us an email we 
would love to make you a custom slider.

customs@FLKLRSURF.com
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notes

a smooth sea never made a skilled sailor.



@ F L K L R S U R F 
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